
Ref: AISV-12th WR- 18th JULY TO 21st JULY 2023

Dear Parents

Greetings!

Pre-Primary & Primary/Secondary Weekly Report of 12th WR- 18th
JULY TO 21st JULY 2023

ASSEMBLY TIME

Prayer
Affirmations
Gurukulam
Birthday Celebration
Mass Drill
National Anthem
National Song
School Anthem

FOUNDATIONAL STAGE (NURSERY TO C2)

NURSERY

Circle Time/Observe & Discuss Kids were shown a few natural objects and
made them understand their importance in our
life.

Pre-writing skills Little masters practised diagonal lines.

Literacy skills Kids were introduced to letters "A" and "K".Also
they enjoyed colouring their pictures and
tracing the letters.

Pre-Math skills Revision of number 1 and few and many
concepts were done.



GK(picture talk) Kids were made aware of the letter "E" sound.
Also rectangle shape was taught.

Motor skills(fine/gross) Little enthusiasts enjoyed the sorting activity
with colourful beads.

Rhymes & Stories Little ones revised Rhymes "Two Twin
Aeroplanes", "I love you" and "One Two Buckle
My Shoe".

LOWER KINDERGARTEN

Circle Time/Observe & Discuss Today kids imitated and enjoyed dancing to the
song "I can move my body like anything” (Jack
Hartmann).

Literacy skills Kids were introduced to Capital Letter Q, P and
R and Small letter q and p in their Textbook.

Numeracy skills Little Champs were introduced Number 11, 12
and 13 through the Tens and Ones concept in
their textbook and also revised Number Name 1
to 5.

Kids were introduced Triangle shape and pasted
sticker in their T.B

Language smart (Hindi) Little learners were introduced to �वर ऊ in their
textbook and notebook and �वर ऋ in their
textbook.

GK(picture talk) Little learners were introduced to a new topic
'Cleanliness' and they were explained the
importance of personal hygiene.

Art & Craft Little Artist imprinted heart shape design
through sponge in their craft book and also
coloured Triangle shape in their Drawing book.



Motor skills(fine/gross) Kids separated Kidney beans from Chickpeas
with the help of plucker to enhance their Fine
motor skills.

Rhymes & Stories Little ones were introduced to the new rhyme
'Where is ------ ?

UPPER KINDERGARTEN

Language smart (Hindi) Little masters revised vyanjan ट to ण and were
introduced with vyanjan ड़

Motor skills(fine/gross) Munchkins have enjoyed the Simon Says game
with the theme of different emotions. Their
expressions were the best part of the concept
clarity. They also happily learnt the shredding
activity with pistachio and enjoyed eating the
pistachio in the class with their friends.

Rhymes & Stories Kids have revised the rhyme Do re mi and they
were introduced with the new rhyme fruit
salad.

GK(picture talk) Students practised writing the name of the
fruits in the Gk notebook as a part of revision.
They were also introduced to the concept of
emotions by reading the textual words given
about emotions and also played the Simon
Says game.

Art & Craft Toddlers have enjoyed the drawing and
colouring of monsoon and different fruits in
their sundaram book.



Grade 1&2: Gurukulam

Moment to be with self!
Know more about yourself by being calm, where the little minds get ready to
pave their path in the practical world.
The path they walk along in the Gurukulam session is with prayers, breathing
exercises, concentration techniques, healing techniques and cosmic chants.
The session gives all a chance to close their eyes and introspect. Attain a few
moments of calmness and time with : “Self”.

GRADE 1

Literacy skills Grammar - Pronoun (We/Us),
Stencil-Show and Tell- difficult words, textual exercises,
revision written and oral done.

Numeracy skills Kids practised Numbers name 11 to 50, comparing numbers
and putting the correct sign in textual exercises as well as
in notebooks.
Mental Math - Kids practised backward counting, expanded
form, before, in between and after numbers.

Science around us Food from plants - textual exercises, revision were done.
Plants Around Us - Fill in the blank were solved.

Language Smart -
Hindi

�व�याथ�य� ने ई मा�ा के श�द �सख कर अ�यास �कया। और आ क� मा�ा और
इ क� मा�ा के वा�य �सख कर अ�यास काय� पण� �कया।

Language Smart -
Gujarati

Kids were recalled and recited flower names in Gujarati with
Kavita.

Life skills

Smart Tech -
Computer

1-C, 1-B : Kids were explained all topics of L-2 Types of
Computers along with textual exercises.
1-D, 1-A : kids were explained topics of L-2 Types of
Computers till server.



Alphanumeric Greater than, Less than and Equal to Signs(<,>,=)activity
done with flash cards.

Art & Craft Artists enjoyed Colouring in Monsoon season drawing.

Library Little champs enjoyed a storytelling and reading session on
Story “The dreamer of Konkan” during the library period.

Dance Students enjoyed the dance on the patriotic mashup song.

Physical Education
- PE

Students played and enjoyed multitasking race games in P.E
class.

GRADE 2

Literacy skills English grammar - Students did textual exercises of ch.3 -
Pronouns.
English Stencil - Students wrote difficult words, word
meaning and question answers in their notebooks of L.3 -
The puppy that wanted to play.
English cafe - students played 'passing the ball by saying a
word' and wrote 'word formation' in their notebooks.

Numeracy skills Kids practised textual exercises for numbers up to 1000 and
expanded forms, comparing the numbers and ordering the
numbers in notebooks.

Science around
us

Kids were explained chapter 2 - Rocks and minerals along
with textual exercises and writing difficult words in
notebooks.

Language Smart
- Hindi

Revision of lesson - 6 & 7 done in the class.
More writing practice given to the students in their
notebooks.

Life Skills Little ones were explained about Kargil Vijay Divas by
showing them short film about the same.

Tech Smart -
Computer

Kids revised chapter -2 input, output and storage device.

Physical
Education - PE

Students enjoyed and played multitasking race games in P.E
class.

Art & Craft Little artists enjoyed drawing and colouring in their Art &
Craft book and they also drew and coloured Butterfly in their
drawing book.

Library Students enjoyed reading different story books (29 books.).
Reading stories increases the likeness of reading.

Music Kids practised the song for Conservation day and enjoyed
singing patriotic song.



Dance Students enjoyed the dance on the patriotic mashup song.

Primary Section

Academic session 2023-’24 - students of Grades 3 to 10 were taught the
subjects English, Hindi, Mathematics, Science, Social Science and 3rd Language
(Gujarati/Sanskrit). Classes on Life-skills, Gurukulam, Music, Dance, Yoga, Arts
and crafts were also conducted for the students.

Grade 12 students had the teaching periods of the subjects; Physics, Chemistry,
Biology, Mathematics, Business Studies, Commerce, Accountancy, English and
computer

PREPARATORY STAGE (C3 TO C5)

Grade 3

English 3A-Chapter-4,Little Grains Of Rice, chapter's
question-answers explanation and written work done in the
class.
3B-chapter-4, Little Grains of Rice, chapter's word meaning
explained and done in the class.
English Grammar: Possessive adjectives and qualifying
adjectives were explained in the class. Textual exercises
were also discussed and done in the class.



Science Chapter-3 Materials explanation is done. Objective exercise
is done in the textbook and very short answer and short
answer questions are done in the notebook.
3B- Activity of Materials was done in class.
3A- Ch-2 Class test was conducted.

Mathematics 3A- Completed Ex-3.4 in notebook. Introduced new ch-4
Multiplication. Explained properties of Multiplication along
with examples and multiplying 3-digit numbers with 1-digit
number and Ex-4.1.

3B,C- Introduced new ch-4 Multiplication. Explained
properties of Multiplication along with examples and
multiplying 3-digit numbers with 1-digit number and Ex-4.1
and 4.2. Class test of ch-3 Subtraction was conducted.

Hindi

3A- ग�रमा, पाठ-6, पंछ� क� चाह, पाठ के भाषा स�रता संबं�धत ��न उ�र
करवाए गए।
�याकरण ल�तका- सं�ा,सव�नाम,�लगं पाठ के अथ� व प�रभाषा को समझाया
गया तथा अ�यास ��न करवाए गए।

3B/C छा�� ने ग�रमा , पाठ 7 �ाथ�ना मं�दर के अतंग�त आने वाले सभी ��न
उ�र को कॉपी म� लेखन �कया तथा अ�यास काय� पा�य प�ुतक म� परूा �कया ।
�याकरण ल�तका- सं�ा,सव�नाम,�लगं पाठ के अथ� व प�रभाषा को समझाया
गया तथा अ�यास ��न करवाए गए।

Music Students learnt balgeet- "HUM SAB BACHCHE HAI NADAN ''
in hindi.

Art & Craft C-3 kids have enjoyed the activity of monsoon. Grade 3A
/3B have made a cute toy frog with paper.3A have drawn
and colour warli art in their sketchbook book. Gr.-3B kids
have drawn and coloured Madhubani art in their sketchbook.
3C kids have made a beautiful stick puppet with paper and
ice-cream sticks. They have also drawn and coloured
Rajasthani folk art in their sketchbook.

Dance Students learnt to dance to the song zinda hai toh a
patriotic mashup on kargil diwas.

Computer Section A - completed topic till drives and practically shown
in laptop about windows OS , drives, how to create files and
folders.
Exercises objectives & Q&A completed in class.
Section B - Till drives completed theory and practically
shown in laptop same as Section A
Section C - Theory completed of chapter 3
And practically shown in laptop about windows OS , drives,
rename files and folders, Create files and folders.

Library time All students actively issued books from the Library period.



PE Students learnt about self defence skills like front punch,
upper punch ,side and front kick in P.E class.

Gurukulam Gurukulam was conducted by the Teachers via Public address
system wherein they learned prayers, breathing exercises,
concentration techniques, healing techniques, and cosmic
chants. The session gave all a chance to close their eyes and
introspect, attain a few moments of calmness and time
with “Self”.

Effective Public
SPeaking

Students Presented their creative Noun stories using
picture cards.

Grade 4

English
English Grammar: Subject/Object Pronouns and possessive
pronouns were explained in the class. Textual exercises
were also discussed and done.

English Literature: Class test of poem 2 Baby seeds song
was conducted.

Mathematics
Chapter -4 Division, properties of division and division of 4
digit number by 1 digit number was explained. Completed
exercise 4.1. Maths activity related to multiplication was
done in class

Science Section C: Explanation and textual exercises of the chapter
Safety and First Aid was completed in the class.

Social Studies chapter 7 The climate of India - All the question answers
and textual exercises have been done.
Students also appeared in class test of the chapter.

Sanskrit छा�� नया पाठ “आपण:” का पठन �कया और �याकरण म� सव�नाम के “एतत”
�प का बहुवचन के बारे म� सीखा |
�જુરાતી : િવ�ાથ�ઓએ બારા�ર� �ું લેખન અને વાચંન ક�ુ�.

Gujarati િવ�ાથ�ઓએ કિવતા “ચાલો, ચાલોને રમીએ હોડ� હોડ� “ �ું ગાન ક�ુ� અને

અઘરા શ�દો, શ�દાથ� અને ��ોની ચચા� કર� તે�ું લેખન ક�ુ�.

Hindi पाठ-6 गु�बारे म� चीता, पाठ के अ�धकतम श�द व म�ूय-आधा�रत ��न उ�र
करवाए गए।
4B/C- �याकरण ल�तका-पाठ-5, सव�नाम,�व�या�थ�य� को सव�नाम का अथ� व
प�रभाषा उदाहरण स�हत समझाए गए तथा अ�यास ��न- उ�र करवाए गए।

Computer Introduction of a new chapter given in class.
Section A & B Practically shown about features of
presentation.



Gurukulam Gurukulam was conducted by the Teachers via Public address
system wherein they learned prayers, breathing exercises,
concentration techniques, healing techniques, and cosmic
chants. The session gave all a chance to close their eyes and
introspect, attain a few moments of calmness and time
with “Self”.

Art & Craft Gr. 4 kids have enjoyed a monsoon activity during the art
period. They have prepared an Umbrella ☔ out of origami
paper and ear bud. They have also drawn and coloured folk
art of Punjab, Obisha and Mizoram in their sketch book.

Dance Students learnt to dance to the song zinda hai toh a
patriotic mashup on kargil diwas.

PE Students learnt about judo basics techniques like ogoshi
means neck throw in P.E class.

Effective Public
Speaking

Few students presented their noun story. The explanation
of the activity was given again for students to prepare in
their next class.

Library time Issued books have been collected back during the library
period.

Music Students learnt balgeet- "HUM SAB BACHCHE HAI NADAN ''
in hindi.

Grade 5

English Chapter-4: Henry-A Chameleon, was explained and discussed in
the class. Textual exercises were solved along with answers of
the questions. A new chapter of Pronouns was introduced in
class.

Mathematics Students were explained the Multiplication of digits using
Properties. Explanation of Division of bigger numbers by upto 4
digit numbers were also done.
Maths Lab's activity of creating our own Snakes and ladder
game was done in class.

Social Studies Ch-3 climate and weather done with exercises and class test.

5A Chapter-11:Written Communication ,explained and
discussed about Summerian and Egyptian writing.

Science A new chapter on the Circulatory and Excretory system was
introduced to students.



Gujarati િવ�ાથ�ઓએ “�ચ�વાતા�- ફ��રયાની ��ુ�ત ” ની સમજ મેળવી તે�ું લેખન ક�ુ�.
��ુ�શાળ� વાદંરો - �ચ�વાતા� ની સમજ મેળવી અને ચચા� કર�.

Sanskrit छा�� ने “आपणं ग�छा�म “ का अ�यास काय� �कया
�જુરાતી:િવ�ાથ�ઓએ “આ” ની મા�ાવાળા શ�દો �ું લેખન અને વચંન ક�ુ�.

Hindi 5 A/B - हम तरेे आभार� मे�ो , छा�� ने क�वता का पठन �कया तथा उसके
अतंग�त आने वाले क�ठन श�द ,श�दाथ� एवम ��न उ�र का नोटबकु म� लेखन
�कया।

Gurukulam Gurukulam was conducted by the Teachers via Public address
system wherein they learned prayers, breathing exercises,
concentration techniques, healing techniques, and cosmic
chants. The session gave all a chance to close their eyes and
introspect, attain a few moments of calmness and time
with “Self”.

Art & Craft Students have drawn and coloured vegetables in their drawing
book. They have also drawn and coloured Manipur folk art in
their sketch book. 5B students have drawn landscape of
Manipur in their sketch book.

Library Time Issued books have been collected back during the library
period.

Dance Students learnt to dance to the song zinda hai toh a
patriotic mashup on kargil diwas.

PE Students enjoyed and played multitasking race games in P.E
class…

Computer Students did Practical Watermark,header-footer and they
prepared posters of World Kargil day in Ms word-2016.

Music Students learnt School Anthem.

EPS Students were explained the importance of proper body
language in Public speaking by giving a few examples.

MIDDLE STAGE (C6 TO C8)

Grade 6

English Students enhanced their grammar skills on the topic
‘Adjectives’. Textual exercise of the same was completed.

Mathematics Section A: Continuing the chapter fraction students learnt
about equivalent fractions and their applications, reducing the



fractions to their simplest form, comparison of fractions,
addition and subtraction of fractions. Textbook exercise related
to this was solved in the class. The activity was done in the
class related to this chapter.
Section B: Explanation of methods to find HCF and LCM was
done in the class, based on it Exercises till 3.6 solved the
class.

Science Section A: Explanation of the chapter Changes Around Us
was completed in the class.
Section B: The chapter Changes Around Us was completed
with a discussion of the textual questions and answers.

Social Science Explanation of History chapter-2 “ From gathering to growing
food” was done in the class.

Hindi 6A: पाठ-6,अनोखी ह�डी, �व�या�थ�य� को पाठ से संबं�धत श�दाथ� व क�ठन
श�द, अ�धकतम श�द� म� व म�ूय आधा�रत ��न उ�र करवाए गए।
जल- संर�ण से संबं�धत क�ा काय�शलै� भी करवाई गई।
6B: �व�या�थ�य� ने पाठ 6-'अनोखी ह�डी' कहानी को पढ़ा एवं समझा तथा
क�ांतग�त शहर और गांव के प� और �वप� पर वाद-�ववाद करवाया गया।

Sanskrit छा�� ने “सम�ुतट:” का अ�यास काय� �कया | नया पाठ “बक�य ��तकार:” का
पठन �कया और �याकरण के “अ�यय” श�द� के बारे म� जाना | का�य ५ “व�ृा:”
का वग� म�ूयांकन �कया |

Gujarati િવ�ાથ�ઓએ “સમયપાલન” પાઠના ��ોની ચચા� કર� , અઘરા શ�દો , શ�દાથ�
��ોના જવાબ�ું લેખન ક�ુ�.�યાકરણમાં “�વૂ� ��યય અને પર��યય” ની

સમજ મેળવી તેના ઉદાહરણો �ું લેખન ક�ુ�.

Computer Students Presented their projects on the computer and
practised sparkline in Ms Excel-2016.

PE Students learnt Self defence skills upper punch and upper
blocks

Gurukulam Gurukulam was conducted in the classroom through the
Public Address System where students were told to keep
their eyes closed and sit in stillness for a few minutes. The
session gave them a chance to introspect, attain a few
moments of calmness and time with “Self”.

Art & Craft Students have drawn and coloured folk art of Goa & Manipur in
their sketch book. Few students have also prepared jewelleries
of the state.

Dance Students learnt to dance to the song zinda hai toh a
patriotic mashup on kargil Diwas.

Music Students learnt School Anthem.

Grade 7



English Students enhanced their grammar skills on the topic
‘Determiners’. Textual exercise of the same was completed.

Mathematics Section A: Continuing the chapter Algebraic Expression,
students learnt about the addition and subtraction of the
algebraic expression by horizontal method and the Column
method. Textual exercise related to it was solved in the class.
Section B: Explanation of addition and subtraction of algebraic
expression using horizontal and column method & based on it Ex
- 6.2 was solved till Q5.

Science Section A: Explanation of the chapter Physical and Chemical
Changes is going on in the class.
Section B: The chapter Physical and Chemical Changes was
completed with a discussion of the textual questions and
answers.

Hindi �व�या�थ�य� ने पाठ- 6 'नमक स�या�ह' को पढ़ा एवं समझा।

Social Science 7A - Explanation of History chapter-2 Chola dynasty continued.
7B - Introduction of History chapter-3, “Delhi Sultans” was done
in the class.

Sanskrit छा�� “ सदाचार:” का�य �लोक का गान �कया और उसका भाषांतर �कया | वग� म�
उस �लोको का म�ूयांकन �कया |

Gujarati િવ�ાથ�ઓએ કિવતા “ઘડવયૈા” ની સમજ મેળવી , તે�ું આરોહ અવરોહ �વૂ�ક ગાન

ક�ુ�. અઘરા શ�દો , શ�દોના અથ� અને તેના ��ોની ચચા� કર� તે�ું લેખન ક�ુ�.

Computer Students Learn Data Visualization with the Whats app Example
and Computer Project about various topics discussed.

Gurukulam Gurukulam was conducted in the classroom through the Public
Address System where students were told to keep their eyes
closed and sit in stillness for a few minutes. The session gave
them a chance to introspect, attain a few moments of
calmness and time with “Self”.

Art & Craft 7A - Students learnt to draw the landscape of Tamilnadu
7B - Students have drawn and coloured folk art of Nagaland in
their sketch book and a headgear of the state.

Dance Students learnt to dance to the song zinda hai toh a patriotic
mashup on kargil Diwas.

Music Students learnt School Anthem and English prayer.

Effective
Public
Speaking

Students who participated in the Football Tournament were
asked to share their experience in the class. Biographies of a few
great personalities are given to selected students, to present a
review in the next class.



PE Students learnt Self defence Skills upper punch and upper blocks

Grade 8

English Chapter-4 ZOO GIRL , textual exercises discussed and done in
the class.

Mathematics Continuing the chapter Algebraic Expression, students
learnt the identity I, II, III, and IV and their application.
Solved textual exercise related to this.
Chapter - 5, Playing with numbers - Ex 5.2 was solved in the
class.

Science The chapter Coal and Petroleum was completed with the
discussion of textual exercise. Videos related to the topic of
this chapter were shown in the class.

Social Science
(History)

From chapter ‘Ruling the Countryside’, students learnt about
the land revenue system & Indigo plantation.

Sanskrit छा�� छा�� ने “ गहंृ श�ूयं सतुा �वनां “ का पठन �कया और भाषांतर �कया |

Gujarati િવ�ાથ�ઓએ “ત�ુ ત�નુી લડાઈ” પાઠના ��ોની ચચા� કર� તે�ું લેખન ક�ુ�.
“ઉભયા�વયી અ�યય” ની સમજ મેળવી તેની ચચા� કર� લેખન ક�ુ�. કિવતા
“દઈશ” ની સમજ મેળવી તે�ું આરોહ અવરોહ �વૂ�ક ગાન ક�ુ�.

Hindi �व�या�थ�य� ने पाठ-6 'सागर से बनारस तक' को पढ़ा एवं समझा।

Computer Students learnt Purpose of Website designing and Web hosting
with real life Examples.

PE Students learnt Self defence Skills upper punch and upper
blocks.

Gurukulam Gurukulam was conducted in the classroom through the Public
Address System where students were told to keep their eyes
closed and sit in stillness for a few minutes. The session gave
them a chance to introspect, attain a few moments of
calmness and time with “Self”.

Music Students learnt School Anthem and cosmic chant in English
and Hindi.

Art & Craft Students have drawn Assami landscape, a musician playing an
instrument in their sketch book.

Dance Students learnt to dance to the song zinda hai toh a
patriotic mashup on kargil Diwas.

Effective Public
Speaking

General Tips to keep in mind while talking to the audience
shared and biographies of a few great personalities are given
to selected students, to present a review in the next class.



SECONDARY STAGE (C9 TO C12)

Grade 9

English Integrated Grammar Exercises were solved in the class.

Mathematics Continuing with the chapter “Quadrilaterals” and solved
textual exercises.
Continuing with the chapter Linear Equation in Two
Variables and solved textual exercises.
Students were appeared for the class test of chapter-2
Polynomials.

Science-Chemistry Continuing with the chapter Is matter around us pure?
wherein topics --colloids and its properties ,Tyndall effect
and difference between true solution ,suspension and
colloid were discussed in the class.

Science-Physics Continuing with the chapter Force and Laws of Motion
wherein topics- momentum and second law of motion were
explained and a video on Laws of motion was shown in the
class.

Science- Biology Completed the chapter the Fundamental units of life
with the discussion of cell division- Mitosis and Meiosis

SS- History From the chapter ‘Socialism in Europe & Russian
Revolution’ students came to know about Russian
Economy, society and challenges faced by the people.

SS- Political Science Students are introduced with a new chapter ‘Electoral
Politics’. Wherein they came to know about Elections,
election commission and polling.

Computer Students learn Different Peripheral devices.

Art & Craft Grade 9 students have learnt to draw and colour the
famous embroidery design (pashmina) of Jammu and
Kashmir. They have also drawn a landscape of Kashmir.

Gurukulam
Gurukulam was conducted by the Teachers via Public
address system wherein they learned prayers, breathing
exercises, concentration techniques, healing techniques,
and cosmic chants. The session gave all a chance to close



their eyes and introspect, attain a few moments of
calmness and time with “Self”.

Hindi �व�या�थ�य� ने �यावहा�रक �याकरण म� '�वर सं�ध' के भेद 'द�घ� सं�ध, गुण
सं�ध, व�ृ�ध सं�ध तथा यण सं�ध को पढ़ा एवं समझा।

Library Time All students actively issued books during the library
period.

Grade 10

English Poem: Tale of Custard the Dragon was read and
explained in the class.

Mathematics Continuing with the chapter “Arithmetic Progression”.
Students have solved textual sums in their notebook.
Introduced the Sum of the arithmetic progression and its
formula. Student have learned how to apply Sn formula on
AP

Chemistry Continuing with the chapter Acids,Bases and salts wherein
the topics – dilution of acids , bases and strength of acids ,
bases were discussed in the classroom.

Biology Mendel’s experiments , observations and Monohybrid cross
were explained from the chapter Heredity.

Physics Dispersion of light through a prism, dispersion and its daily
life examples, scattering of light and its examples were
explained from the chapter, ‘Human Eye and the
Colourful world’.

Science Practical Students checked the pH of different samples with the help
of universal indicators in the chemistry laboratory.

SS - Political Science Students had geography and Economics tests. Later they
were introduced with a new chapter ‘Gender, Religion
and Caste’. Wherein they understood that gender
discrimination happens in India.

Art & Craft Grade - 10 students have learnt to draw and colour a
traditional costume of Meghalaya.

Hindi �व�या�थ�य� ने �यावहा�रक �याकरण म� 'समास' के अ�तग�त 'त�प�ुष समास'
को पढ़ा एवं समझा।

Computer Student did Practice of Table of content in Open office
document and learn operating system and its
Functionality.

Gurukulam Gurukulam was conducted by the students wherein they



learned prayers, breathing exercises, concentration
techniques, healing techniques, and cosmic chants. The
session gave all a chance to close their eyes and introspect,
attain a few moments of calmness and time with “Self”.

PE Students played chess and carrom During PE Class

Grade 11- Science

English Poetic Devices were explained and examples based on
each device were written.

Physics Continuing with the chapter Motion in a Straight Line
wherein numericals were solved in the class.
Revision of the chapter, ‘Units and Measurements’.

Physics Practical Revision of previous practicals was done for PT1.

Chemistry Continuing with the chapter Classification of Elements
and Periodicity in Properties wherein the
topics–properties of S and P block elements ,periodic
trends -Atomic Radii,Ionic radii,Ionization Enthalpy,Electron
gain Enthalpy were discussed .

Chemistry Practical Salt analysis experiment was performed by the students in
the Chemistry laboratory.

Biology The characteristics and life cycle of the plant groups-
Bryophytes and Pteridophytes were done from the chapter
Plant Kingdom.
Students appeared for the class test of Chapter 2- The
biological classification.

Biology- Practical Students observed and noted down the identifying features
of various plant groups using preserved specimens.

Mathematics Continuing with the chapter ‘Trigonometric functions”.
Different types of formulas, sin(a+b),cos(a+b)etc ,
explained and also solved sums based on it in class.

Computer Students learn python and programs performed in python
IDLE.

Gurukulam Gurukulam was conducted by the students wherein they
learned prayers, breathing exercises, concentration
techniques, healing techniques, and cosmic chants. The
session gave all a chance to close their eyes and
introspect, attain a few moments of calmness and time
with “Self”.



Grade 11 - Commerce

Business Studies Chapter 2- Different forms of Business organization
Finished and class test of chapter 1 and 2 was taken

Accounts Students have been given the knowledge and
understanding of types of accounts and the fundamental
rules applicable to them. Now, they can identify the debit
and credit effect of a transaction.

Computer Students learn python and programs performed in python
IDLE.

English Poetic Devices were explained and examples based on
each device were written.

Statistics of
Economics

Students were introduced with a new chapter
‘Presentation of Data’. Wherein they came to know
about Bar Graph and Pie Graph.

Gurukulam Gurukulam was conducted by the students wherein they
learned prayers, breathing exercises, concentration
techniques, healing techniques, and cosmic chants. The
session gave all a chance to close their eyes and introspect,
attain a few moments of calmness and time with “Self”.

Grade 11- Humanities

English Poetic Devices were explained and examples based on
each device were written.

Psychology Ch-2 “Method of Psychology “started.

Statistics of
Economics

Students were introduced with a new chapter
‘Presentation of Data’. Wherein they came to know
about Bar Graph and Pie Graph.

Gurukulam Gurukulam was conducted by the students wherein they
learned prayers, breathing exercises, concentration
techniques, healing techniques, and cosmic chants. The
session gave all a chance to close their eyes and
introspect, attain a few moments of calmness and time
with “Self”.

Grade 12- Science



Physics Continuing with the chapter Moving Charges and
Magnetism wherein topics- magnetic field at a point on a
circular loop, the solenoid, Ampere’s Circuital Law and
Force between two parallel conductors were explained in
the class.
The topics of relation between electric current and drift
velocity, verification of Ohm’s Law, relation between
temperature and resistance were explained from the
chapter, ‘Current Electricity’.

Physics Practical To find the focal length of convex mirror using convex lens.

Chemistry Continuing with the chapter Chemical kinetics wherein
the topics Integrated rate equation for zero and first order
reactions,half life,pseudo order reactions,factors affecting
rate of reactions were discussed.

Chemistry practical Students did investigatory project work in the Chemistry
Laboratory.

Biology The process of Transcription was explained from the
chapter Molecular basis of Inheritance.

Mathematics Introduced “Integration” in class with appropriate
examples and its notation.

Computer Students learn the Flush function in File handling and do
the practice in python IDLE.

Gurukulam Gurukulam was conducted by the students wherein they
learned prayers, breathing exercises, concentration
techniques, healing techniques, and cosmic chants. The
session gave all a chance to close their eyes and
introspect, attain a few moments of calmness and time
with “Self”.

Grade 12- Commerce

English Story: The Enemy is going on in the class. Scene:I and
II were completed.

Macro Economics Students understood the concept of Average propensity,
marginal propensity in consumer and saving,
functions, investment.

Business Studies Students were made to understand various dimensions
of the business environment.



Accounts Students have been given the knowledge and
understanding of fundamentals relating to reconstitution
of Partnership firm. They will now be able to apply their
understanding on sums relating to various concepts.

Computer Students learn the Flush function in File handling and did
the practice in python IDLE.

Gurukulam Gurukulam was conducted by the students wherein they
learned prayers, breathing exercises, concentration
techniques, healing techniques, and cosmic chants. The
session gave all a chance to close their eyes and
introspect, attain a few moments of calmness and time
with “Self”.

EVENTS & CELEBRATIONS:

STAR OF THE WEEK & STAR OF THE MONTH

Each week children are chosen from C1 to C12, by their teacher to be Star of the
Week. This can be for many different reasons: Regularity, Behaviour, Punctuality,
Academics and Discipline. The children are very proud when they get the Star of
the Week badge. This week list is enclosed:

Grade Star Week - Student’s name Boy & Girl

Grade 1 C/D Aarya Solanki 1D

Grade 2 A/B Nilay Patel 2A
Maharsh Kachhiyapatel 2B

Grade 2 C/D Krushit Prajapati 2D
Darshana B Kar 2C

Grade 3 A,B,C Yana Gandhi 3B
Dhrishar Rai 3A

Grade 4A,B Vedika Sagar 4C
Reyansh Prajapati 4B

Grade 5 A,B Aradhya Arora 5A
Naum Sadhwani 5B

Grade
6A,B/7A,B

Yashvi Panchal (7B)
Jahnavi Bhatiya (6A)



Grade 8 Swati Kumari

Grade 9 to 12 Anushka ( 10 A) Jagrav Bhatt (11 Science)


